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Chapterr  5 

Visitorr  Combination and 
Traversall  Control 

Wee now turn to the support of generic traversal in the context of object-
orientedd programming. This chapter introduces the essential notion of a 
visitorvisitor combinatory which can be seen as the object-oriented counterpart 
off  a strategy. In Chapters 6 and 7, the traversal support offered by visitor 
combinatorss will be integrated with parsing support, and will be applied in 
thee construction of language processing tools. 

Thee Visitor design pattern allows the encapsulation of polymorphic be-
haviorr outside the class hierarchy on which it operates. A common applica-
tionn of Visitor is the encapsulation of tree traversals. Unfortunately, visitors 
resistt composition and allow littl e traversal control. To remove these limi-
tations,, we introduce visitor combinators. These are implementations of the 
visitorr interface that can be used to compose new visitors from given ones. 
Thee set of combinators we propose includes traversal combinators that can 
bee used to obtain full traversal control. A clean separation can be made be-
tweenn the generic parts of the combi nator set and the parts that are specific 
too a particular class hierarchy. The generic parts form a reusable framework. 
Thee specific parts can be generated from a (tree) grammar. Due to this sep-
aration,, programming with visitor combinators becomes a form of generic 
programmingprogramming with significant reuse of (visitor) code. 

Thiss chapter is based on [VisOlb], 
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5.11 Introductio n 

Languagee processing involves tree traversal. For instance, program analysis and 
transformationn require traversal of syntax trees. In the object-oriented paradigm, 
treee traversal can be performed in accordance with a particular variant of the Vis-
itorr design pattern [GHJV94]. In this approach, the tree to be traversed is rep-
resentedd according to the Composite pattern, the actions to be performed at tree 
nodess are encapsulated in a visitor class, and iteration over the tree is performed 
eitherr by the visitor or by the accept methods in the tree classes. Several parser 
andd visitor generation tools exist that support tree traversal with visitors (e.g. Java 
Treee Builder, SableCC [GH98]). 

Unfortunately,, tree traversal with visitors suffers from two main limitations. 
Thee first limitation is lack of traversal control. The tree traversal strategy is either 
hard-wiredd into the accept methods, or entangled in the visitor code. In the first 
case,, traversal control is absent, or limited to selecting one out of a few predefined 
strategies.. In the second case, traversal control is limited to overriding the iteration 
behaviorr of particular visit methods. For instance, downward traversal can be cut 
offf  by omitting the call to the accept method of one or more subtrees of a particular 
node.. In neither case can full traversal control be exerted. 

Thee second limitation of tree traversal with visitors is that visitors resist com-
bination.. Visitors can only be specialized. In a language that supports multiple 
implementationn inheritance, visitors may even inherit behavior from different par-
entt visitors. But the only flavor of combination obtained with multiple inheritance 
iss static exclusive disjunction (each visit method is either inherited from the one 
orr from the other parent, and this is decided at compile time), and may require an 
overwhelmingg ambiguity resolution effort from the programmer. Less restricted 
combinationn of visitors would allow better visitor code reuse. 

Inn this chapter, we propose a solution to both limitations. We introduce a small 
sett of visitor combinators that can be used to construct new visitors from given 
ones.. As will become clear, by combinators we mean reusable classes capturing 
basicc functionality that can be composed in different constellations to obtain new 
functionality.. The basic visitor combinators to be introduced are summarized in 
Tablee 5.1. This set of combinators is inspired by the strategy primitives of the 
termm rewriting language Stratego [VBT99]. The combinators A l l and One are 
traversall  combinators that can be used to obtain full traversal control. 

Inn our explanation of the visitor combinators we will use a tiny tree syntax as 
runningg example. Figure 5.1 shows its description in BNF. As can be gleaned from 
thiss BNF definition, there are two kinds of nodes in our example tree syntax. An 
internall  node, or fork, has two subtrees as children, and leaf nodes have an Integer 
valuee as child. These two kinds of nodes suffice to capture all relevant variability 
too be found in non-trivial syntaxes, which generally contain large numbers of sorts 
(non-terminals)) and syntax rules. 
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Combinator Combinator 
Identity y 
Sequence(vl,v2) ) 
Fail l 
Choice(vl,v2) ) 
All(v ) ) 
One(v) ) 

Description Description 
Doo nothing (non-iterating default visitor). 

Sequentiallyy perform visitor v2 after vl . 
Raisee exception. 

Tryy visitor vl . If vl fails, try v2 (left-biased choice). 
Applyy visitor v sequentially to every immediate subtree. 

Applyy v sequentially to the imm. subtrees until it succeeds. 

Tablee 5.1: The set of basic visitor combinators. 

Nodee : := ' Fo rk' x ( ' Node ' , ' Node 
'Leaf'' ( ( ' Integer v ) ' 

Figuree 5.1: BNF definition of the running tree example. 

Visitor r 

Visitable Visitable 

accept t 

Composite e 

Node Node 
left t 

right right 

Leaf f 

valuee : Integer 

Fork k 

Visitor Visitor 

visit_Leaf f 
visit_Forkk i 

ConcreteVisitor r 

publicc void accept(Visitor v) { 
v.visit_Fork(this); ; 

Figuree 5.2: Using the Visitor pattern and the Composite pattern for object-oriented 
treee traversal. 

interfac ee Visito r  { 
publi cc  voi d visit_Leaf(Lea f  leaf) ; 
publi cc  voi d visit_Fork(For k fork) ; 

clas ss  Identit y implement s Visito r  { 
publi cc  voi d visit_Leaf(Lea f  leaf )  { } 
publi cc  voi d visit_Fork(For k fork )  { } 

} } 

Figuree 5.3: The Visi tor interface and the I d e n t i ty combinator. 
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Thee use of the Visitor and Composite patterns for object-oriented tree traver-
sall  is illustrated for our example syntax in Figure 5.2. The Visitor interface 
declaress a visit method for each alternative in the grammar. The Visitable 
interfacee declares the accept method. This method calls the appropriate visit 
methodd from its argument visitor and passes the current top node ( t h i s) as a pa-
rameter.. Iteration over a tree can either be implemented in the accept methods, or 
inn default implementations of the visit methods. For the Fork node, the Java im-
plementationn of the (non-iterating) accept method is shown in a note. Throughout 
thee chapter, we will use Java as implementation language. 

Thee chapter is structured as follows. Sections 5.2 through 5.4 introduce and 
explainn each of the basic visitor combinators of Table 5.1. In Section 5.5 these 
combinatorss are refactored into a generic framework, to make them independent 
off  any specific class hierarchy. In Section 5.6 we discuss the support of visitor 
combinatorss by our visitor generator JJForester. Finally, Section 5.7 summarizes 
ourr contributions, and discusses related work. 

5.22 Sequential composition 

Thee first (nullary) combinator in our set of visitor combinators is the traditional 
non-iteratingg default visitor, which we call I d e n t i t y. It satisfies the Visitor 
interface.. The name I d e n t i ty is justified by the behavior of its constituent visit 
methods:: these methods have empty bodies, and therefore preserve the nodes to 
whichh they are applied. Also, this default visitor will fulfil l the role of an identity 
elementt in our set of combinators in an algebraic sense. This will be explained 
later. . 

Forr our example grammar, the Visitor interface and the I d e n t i ty com-
binatorr are shown in Figure 5.3. The Visi tor interface declares a visit method 
forr each kind of node. The visit method for a node takes this node as its argument. 
Thee I d e n t i ty visitor implements this interface by providing an empty method 
bodyy for every visit method. For clarity of presentation, we keep the names of 
thesee methods distinct instead of overloading them. 

Thee I d e n t i ty visitor may seem to be useless, because it does nothing, liter-
ally.. However, in the case of larger tree grammars its usefulness becomes clear. By 
creatingg specific visitors as specializations of I d e n t i t y, instead of writing them 
fromm scratch, only those methods need to be refined which correspond to nodes at 
whichh "special" action needs to be taken. For all other nodes, the default identity 
behaviorr is reused. As we will see, its usefulness increases further in the presence 
off  other visitor combinators. Figure 5.4 shows how I d e n t i ty can be refined to 
aa visitor that increments all values in leaf nodes with 1. 

Havingg defined I d e n t i t y, we can proceed to our first "real" combinator: 
Sequence.. This is a binary combinator that takes two visitors as arguments, 
whichh it sequentially applies to a node. For our example tree syntax, the sequential 
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clas ss  AddOn e extend s Identit y { 
publi cc  voi d visit_Leaf(Lea f  leaf )  { 

leaf.valu ee =  leaf.valu e +  1 ; 
} } 

J J 
Figuree 5.4: Refinement of the default visitor combinator I d e n t i t y. 

clas ss  Sequenc e implement s 
Visito rr  first ; 
Visito rr  then ; 
publi c c 

thi s s 
thi s s 

} } 
publi c c 

for k k 
for k k 

} } 
publi c c 

lea f f 
lea f f 

} } 
} } 

Sequence(Visito r r 
firs tt  =  first ; 
the nn =  then ; 

Visito rr  { 

first ,,  Visito r  then )  { 

voi dd visi t  Fork(For k 
accept(first) ; ; 
accept(then) ; ; 

voi dd visi t  Leaf(Lea f 
accep tt  (first) ; 
accept(then) ; ; 

fork ) ) 

leaf ) ) 

{ { 

{ { 

Figuree 5.5: The binary visitor combinator Sequence applies its argument visitors 
f i r s tt and then one after the other. 

visitorr combinator is show in Figure 5.5. The Sequence combinator is again 
modeledd as a class that implements the Visitor interface. The arguments of 
thee combinator are modeled as fields f i r s t and then of type V i s i t o r . The 
constructorr method of Sequence initializes these arguments. The visit method 
forr each kind of node is implemented by Sequence in the following way. First, 
thee visitor argument stored in field f i r s t is applied to the node, by calling its 
acceptt method with this visitor. Then, the same is done with the visitor stored 
inn then. 

Howw is the Sequence combinator used to create new visitors from given 
ones?? For instance, Figure 5.6 demonstrates how to create a visitor AddTwo that 
appliess the AddOne visitor twice. First the Sequence combinator is refined to 
thee auxiliary combinator Twice, which applies its argument visitor twice, sequen-
tially.. Then, Twice is further refined to use the AddOne visitor as argument. In a 
moree concise, mathematical notation these definitions would be written as follows: 

Twice(v)Twice(v) —def Sequence(v,v) 

AddTwoAddTwo =def Twice(AddOne) 

Thee benefit of creating additional combinators (classes), instead of inlining their 
definitions,, is that this makes them reusable. 
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clas ss  Twic e extend s Sequenc e { 
publi cc  Twice(Visito r  v )  { 

super(v,v) ; ; 
} } 

} } 

c lasss AddTwo ex tends 
pub l ic c 

supei i 
} } 

> > 

AddTwo()) { 
Tw ice e 

r (neww A d d O n e ( ) ); 

{ { 

Figuree 5.6: Definition of AddTwo in terms of Sequence, using an auxiliary 
combinatorr Twice. 

publi cc  clas s VisitFailur e extend s Exceptio n {  } 

Figuree 5.7: The notion of success and failure of visitors is modeled using a refine-
mentt V i s i t F a i l u re of the Excep t i on class. 

Inn an algebraic sense, the combinator I d e n t i ty is an identity element for the 
combinatorr Sequence. This means that the following equalities hold: 

Sequence(Identity,Sequence(Identity, v) = v 

Sequence(vjdentity)Sequence(vjdentity) = v 

Thesee equations do not necessarily hold for subclasses of Sequence and Iden-
t i t y ,, as they might introduce side-effects. Note also that Twice applies the 
samesame argument visitor twice, which means that the same state can be accessed at 
bothh applications. 

5.33 Alternativ e composition 

Wee will now introduce a binary visitor combinator Choice, which alternatively 
appliess its first or its second argument visitor. More precisely, it will first try one 
argumentt visitor, and when this visitor fails, it will try the other. This notion of 
left-biasedd alternative composition presupposes a notion of success and failure of 
visitors. . 

Successs and failure of visitors can be modeled with exceptions. At failure, a 
V i s i t F a i l u ree exception is thrown. Figure 5.7 shows the corresponding refine-
mentt of the Excep t i on class. The t r y and c a t ch constructs are used at choice 
points. . 

Givenn our modeling of visitor failure with exceptions, a nullary visitor combi-
natorr F a il can be defined, which raises a V i s i t F a i l u re exception for every 
node.. For our example tree syntax, this combinator is defined in Figure 5.8. The 
clausee th rows V i s i t F a i l u re also needs to be added to the headers of the 
previouslyy defined visit and accept methods. 
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clas ss  Fai l  implement s Visito r  { 
publi cc  voi d visit_Leaf(Lea f  leaf )  throw s V F { 

thro ww ne w VisitFailure{) ; 

} } 
publi cc  voi d visitFork(For k fork )  throw s V F { 

thro ww ne w VisitFailur e { )  , -

Figuree 5.8: The F a i l u re combinator. The throws V i s i t F a i l u re clause 
iss abbreviated to throws VF for reasons of space. We will do so in all figures 
throughoutt the chapter. 

clas ss  Choic e implement s Visito r  { 
Visito rr  first ; 
Visito rr  then ; 
publi cc  Choice(Visito r  first ,  Visito r  then )  { 

this.firs tt  =  first ; 
this.the nn =  then ; 

} } 
publi cc  voi d visit_Leaf(Lea f  leaf )  throw s V F { 

tr yy  {  leaf.accept(first) ;  } 
catc hh (VisitFailur e f )  {  leaf.accept(then) ;  } 

} } 
publi cc  voi d visit_Fork(For k fork )  throw s V F { 

tr yy  {  fork.accept(first) ;  } 
catc hh (VisitFailur e f )  {  fork.accept(then) ;  } 

Figuree 5.9: The Choice combinator. 

Finally,, we can proceed to the Choice combinator we set out to define. 
Figuree 5.9 shows its definition for our example tree syntax. Like Sequence, 
thee Choice combinator has two visitor arguments, which are modeled by fields 
f i r s tt and then. It implements the visit method for each kind of node by a 
tryy statement that attempts to apply the f i r s t visitor. If this visitor raises a 
V i s i t F a i l u ree exception, the subsequent catch statement defaults to the then 
visitor. . 

F a ill  is a zero element for Sequence, and an identity for Choice. Because 
off  its left-bias, Choice has I d e n t i ty as left-zero, but not as right-zero. 

Sequence(Sequence( Fail, v) 

Sequence(v,Sequence(v, Fail) 

Choice(Fail,v) Choice(Fail,v) 

Choice(v,Fail) Choice(v,Fail) 

ChoicefIdentity,ChoicefIdentity, v) 

==  Fail 

==  Fail 

—— V 

== V 

== Identity 

(iff  v side-effect free) 
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c lasss IsZero extends Fail { 
publ icc void visit_Leaf(Leaf leaf) throws VF { 

i ff  ( leaf.value != 0) { 
throww new Vis i tFa i lu re () ; 

} } 
} } 

J J 
clas ss  Tr y extend s Choic e { 

publi cc  Try(Visito r  v )  { 
supe rr  (v ,  ne w IdentityO) ; 

} } 
J J 

clas ss  IfZeroAddOn e extend s Tr y { 
publi cc  IfZeroAddOne( )  { 

super(ne ww Sequence(ne w IsZero(),ne w AddOne())) ; 

} } 
J J 

Figuree 5.10: Conditional application of visitors, using Choice and F a i l. 

Thee F a il and Choice combinators can be used to create visitors that con-
ditionallyditionally fire at certain nodes. For instance, Figure 5.10 demonstrates how to 
constructt a visitor IfZeroAddOne that applies the AddOne visitor only to leaf 
nodess that contain the value 0. A visitor I sZe ro that tests the value of a leaf node 
iss defined by extending Fa i l. The auxiliary unary visitor combinator Try is de-
finedd as the alternative composition of its visitor argument and the Iden t i t y-
visitor.. The sequential composition of I sZe ro and AddOne is supplied as visi-
torr argument to Try. In mathematical notation, these definitions would be written 
downn as follows: 

Try(v)Try(v) =def Choice(vjdentity) 

IfZeroAddOneIfZeroAddOne —def Try(Sequence(IsZero,AddOne)) 

5.44 Traversal combinators 

Thee visitor combinators introduced above can be used to construct new visitors 
fromm given ones. A visitor thus created can be applied to a tree by passing it 
too an a c c e pt method. Depending on whether this method performs iteration, 
thee visitor is applied to the top node of the tree, or according to a fixed traversal 
strategyy to all nodes in the tree. To obtain more control over traversal behavior, we 
additionallyy introduce two traversal combinators. 

Ourr first traversal combinator, called A l l , takes one visitor as argument, and 
appliess it to every immediate subtree of the current top node. For our example 
treee syntax, Figure 5.11 provides the definition of A l l . Since leaf nodes have no 
subtrees,, their visit method does nothing. Fork nodes have two subtrees, to which 
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clas ss  Al l  implement s Visito r 
Visito rr  v ; 
publi c c 

thi s s 
} } 
publi c c 
publi c c 

for k k 
for k k 

} } 
} } 

All(Visito rr  v )  { 
VV =  v ; 

voi dd visi t  Leaf{Lea f 
voi dd visi t  Fork{For k 
left.accept(v) ; ; 
right.accept(v) ; ; 

leaf ) ) 
fork ) ) 

throw s s 
throw s s 

VF F 
VF F 

{{  } 
{ { 

Figuree 5.11: The traversal combinator A l l applies its argument visitor to each 
immediatee subtree. 

clas ss  TopDow n extend s Sequenc e { 
publi cc  TopDown(Visito r  v )  { 

super(v,null) ; ; 
the nn =  ne w All(this) / 

} } 
) ) 

clas ss  BottomU p extend s Sequenc e { 
publi cc  BottomUp(Visito r  v )  { 

supe rr  (null ,  v )  , -
firs tt  =  ne w All(this) ; 

} } 
J J 

Figuree 5.12: Reconstruction of the top-down and bottom-up traversal strategies in 
termss of Sequence and A l l . 

thee argument visitor is applied one after the other. 
Thee A l l combinator suffices to reconstruct the top-down (pre-order) and bottom-

upp (post-order) traversal strategies. In mathematical terms, their definitions are as 
follows: : 

TopDown(v)TopDown(v) =def Sequence(v,All(TopDown(v))) 

BottomUp(v)BottomUp(v) =def Sequence(All(BottomUp(v)),v) 

Notee that these definitions are recursive: the combinator being defined occurs in 
itss own definition. For our example tree syntax, the definitions of TopDown and 
BottomUpp are given in Figure 5.12. The TopDown and BottomUp visitor com-
binatorss are both defined as specializations of the Sequence combinator. To 
modell  the recursive call of the combinator in Java is somewhat tricky since it is 
nott allowed to reference t h i s before the superclass constructor has been called. 
Thiss is solved by first setting the corresponding visitor argument to n u l l . Sub-
sequentlyy this argument is set to its proper value A l l ( t h i s ). The combinators 
TopDownn and BottomUp demonstrate that our set of basic visitor combinators 
obviatess the need for implementing the pre- or post-order traversal strategies in 
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clas ss  On e 
Visito r r 

implement ss  Visito r 
v; ; 

publi cc  voi d One(Visito r  v ) 
this. vv  =  v ; 

} } 
publi cc  voi d visi t  Leaf(Lea f 

thro w w 

} } 
publi cc  A 

tr yy  { 
catc h h 

neww VisitFailure{) ; 

/oi dd visi t  Fork(For k 
fork.left.accept(v ) ) 
(VisitFailur ee f )  { 

fork.right.accept(v) ; ; 
} } 

} } 
} } 

{ { 

{ { 

leaf ) ) 
/ / / 

throw s s 
Leaff  ha s ] 

fork ) ) 

;;  } 
throw s s 

VF F { { 
i oo kids . 

VF F { { 

Figuree 5.13: The traversal combinator One applies its argument visitor to one of 
itss immediate subtrees. 

acceptt methods or in a default visitor implementation. In fact, visitor combinators 
makee any traversal strategy programmable. 

AA visitor combinator similar to Al 1 is the One traversal combinator. Whereas 
A l ll  applies its argument visitor to all its subtrees, One applies it to exactly one. 
Moree precisely, it tries to apply it to each subtree in turn, until application succeeds. 
Figuree 5.13 gives the definition of One for our example tree grammar. As leaf 
nodess have no subtrees, the corresponding visit method of One immediately fails. 
Inn the case of fork nodes, a visit to the left subtree is attempted first. If it fails, a 
visitt to the next subtree is attempted. 

Ass an indication of the level of traversal control that can be obtained with 
thee combinators A l l and One, Figure 5.14 lists a number of different traversal 
strategyy combinators. These combinators are object-oriented reconstructions of a 
feww out of many strategy combinators that can be found in the standard library of 
thee strategic term rewriting language Stratego [VisOla]. 

5.55 Syntax-independence 

Alll  combinators presented above were defined relative to our example tree syntax 
off  Figure 5.1. So the question arises to what extent they are specific to this par-
ticularr syntax, and to what extent they are generic'and reusable for any syntax. In 
thiss section we will explain that our combinators are generic in nature, and we will 

'Wee use the term 'generic' in the general sense that a generic program is not restricted to one 
particularr type, but can work on entities of many different types. In a more restricted sense, 'generic' 
hass been used for programs that uniformly work for entities of every type (parametric polymorphism), 
forr instance in the context of Ada, Eiffel, and GenericJava. In the context of PolyP [JJ97b], 'generic' 
hass been used for programs that perform induction on a type parameter (polytypism). 
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clas ss  OnceBottomU p extend s Choic e { 
publi cc  OnceBottomUp{Visito r  v )  { 

super(null,v) ; ; 
firs tt  =  ne w One(this) ; 

} } 
J J 

clas ss  SpineBottomU p extend s Sequenc e { 
publi cc  SpineBottomUp(Visito r  v )  { 

super(null,v) ; ; 
firs tt  =  ne w Choice(ne w One(this) , 

neww All(ne w Fai l  ())) ; 
} } 

} } 

clas ss  DownUp extend s Sequenc e 
publi cc  DownUp(Visito r  down , 

super(null ,,  up) ; 
firs tt  =  ne w Sequence ( 

down, , 
neww Choice ( 

} } 
} } 

{ { 
sto p p up p 

stop,ne w w 

))  { 

All(thi s s )) ))  ; 

Figuree 5.14: With the combinators A l l and One, arbitrary traversal strategies can 
bee defined. OnceBottomUp applies v exactly once at the first location found 
duringg bottom-up traversal. SpineBottomUp applies v bottom-up along a path 
whichh reaches from the root to one of the leaves. DownUp applies down going 
downn the tree, and applies up when coming back up. It cuts off the traversal below 
nodess where s t op succeeds. 
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showw how we can modify their encoding to isolate them from the specifics of any 
particularr syntax. 

5.5.11 Lack of genericity 

Thee combinators presented above lack genericity in two respects. . 
Firstly,, when defining a visitor, whether from scratch or by specialization of 

aa basic visitor combinator, all its visit methods need to be (re)defined separately, 
evenn if the same behavior is required for each of them. At the risk of sounding 
paradoxical,, one might say that a more generic way of specialization is needed. 
Forr instance, specialization should be possible of all visit methods at once, or, in 
casee of a syntax with multiple sorts, of all visit methods for a particular sort at 
once. . 

Genericityy is lacking in a second respect. In natural language we would have 
noo trouble defining the behavior of all our basic combinators and most defined 
oness without reference to the example syntax. In fact, we gave just such a generic 
explanationn in the running text of this chapter. Still, they can not be reused 'as 
is'' for other syntaxes, because they refer (directly or indirectly) to the specific 
terminalss of our example syntax. 

5.5.22 Visitor  combinators in frameworks 

Too remove these limitations on the genericity of our visitor combinators, we need 
too refactor the design pattern of Figure 5.2 such that syntax-specific functionality 
iss separated from generic functionality. Our solution is a variation on the stag-
geredgered Visitor pattern [Vli99] , which introduces generic counterparts AnyVis-
itoritor  and AnyVistable for the syntax-specific interfaces. This is illustrated 
inn Figure 5.15. Note that AnyVisitable and Visitable are now abstract 
classess instead of interfaces because Any Visit abl e implements the accept JVny 
method.. Likewise, Visitable is now an abstract class, because it implements 
thee v i s i t - A ny method. For our example tree syntax, this implementation is 
shownn in Figure 5.16. It uses runtime type identification (RTTI) to cast its generic 
AnyVisitableAnyVisitable argument to a syntax-specific V i s i t a b l e. If the cast suc-
ceeds,, it applies itself, using the syntax-specific accept method. Thus, syntax-
specificc visitors have forwarding (delegation) built-in from generic to syntax-specific 
visitt methods. 

Inn the original staggered visitor pattern, the Visitor class also has the con-
versee forwarding built-in, from syntax-specific visit methods to generic visit meth-
ods.. In Figure 5.15, this converse forwarding has been factored out into a new 
combinatorr Fwd. Its definition for our example syntax is shown in Figure 5.17. 
Fwdd is a unary combinator that takes a generic visitor as argument, and imple-
mentss all syntax-specific visit methods by forwarding to that generic visitor. The 
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publicc void accept_Any(Any Visitor v) { 

v.visit_Any(this); ; 

x \ \ 

r~lr~l  application (syntax-dependent) 

publicc int nrOfKidsO 1 
returnn 2; 

} } 

publicc Visitable getKid(int i) { 
switchh (i) { 
casee 0 : return left; 
casee 1 : return right; 
default:: return null; 
} } 

1 1 

publicc void accept(Visitor v) { 
v.visit_Fork(this); ; c c 

C C 

OO accept_Any 

nrOfKids s 
getKid d 

4 4 
Visitable Visitable 

accept t 

Node Node 

A A 
i i 

66 Fork 
\ \ 

Leaf f 

--
AnyAny Visitor 

visit_Any y 

V V 

,'_,_\ \ 

^ ^ 

J J 

Visitor Visitor 

visit_Leaf f 
visitt Fork 

o-o-

Fwd d 

1111 implementation of 
//visit_Anyy (Fig 16) 

Figuree 5.15: Separating out generics from specifics. 

p u b l icc vo id v i s i t _Any (AnyV is i t ab le x) 
i ff  (x i ns tanceof V i s i t a b l e) { 

( ( V i s i t a b l e)) x ) . a c c e p t ( t h i s ); 
}}  e l se { 

throww new V i s i t F a i l u r e ( ); 
} } 

} } 

throwss VF { 

Figuree 5.16: The default implementation of v i s i t JVny of the syntax-specific 
abstractt Visitor class. 

publi cc  clas s Fwd implement s Visito r  { 
AnyVisito rr  v ; 
publi cc  Fwd(AnyVisito r  v )  { 

this. vv  =  V ; 

} } 
publi cc  voi d visit_Leaf(Lea f  leaf )  throw s V F 

v.visit_Any(leaf) ; ; 
} } 
publi cc  voi d visit_Fork(For k fork )  throw s V F 

v.visit_Any(fork) ; ; 

Figuree 5.17: The visitor combinator Fwd creates a syntax-specific visitor from a 
genericc visitor. 
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Identity : : 

Sequence : : 

Fail : : 

Choice : : 

Al l l 

One: : 

;;  / /  Ski p 

x.accept_Any(this.first ] ] 
x.accept_Any(this.then) ; ; 

thro ww ne w VisitFailure ( 

tr yy  {  x.accept_Any(first) ;  } 
catc hh (VisitFailur e f )  { 

x.accept_Any(then) ; ; 

fo rr  (in t  i  =  0 ;  i  <  x.nrOfKids() ;  i++ )  { 
x.getKid(i).accept_Any(this.v) ; ; 

fo rr  (in t  i  =  0 ;  i  <  x.nrOfKids() ;  i++ )  { 
tr yy  { 

x.getKid(i).accept_Any(this.v) ; ; 
return ; ; 

} } 
catch(Vis i tFai luree f) {  ; } 

} } 
throww new V is i tFa i l u re ( ); 

Figuree 5.18: Generic reformulations of the basic visitor combinators. Only the 
bodyy of v i s i t .Any (Any Visi t able x) for the various combinators is shown. 

benefitt of this new combinator over built-in converse forwarding is that the for-
wardingg behavior is reusable for several generic visitors. This is essential in the 
settingg of visitor combinators, because these are typically used to continuously 
constructt new visitors. 

Apartt from the generic visit method v is i t -Any, the abstract AnyVisi tor 
classs declares two additional methods. nrOf Kids returns the number of children 
off  a visitable node, and g et Kid ( i ) returns its ith child. Below, we willl  use these 
methodss for the generic definition of the traversal combinators A l l , and One. For 
forkfork nodes, the definitions of these methods are shown in Figure 5.15. 

5.5.33 Generic combinators 

Withh this refactoring in place, 'generic specialization' of visitors is possible. In 
particular,, the basic visitor combinators can now be given syntax-independent def-
initions.. The required implementations of the corresponding v i s i t .Any meth-
odss are shown in Figure 5.18. When these generic combinators are passed to Fwd, 
thee original, syntax-specific combinators are obtained. The penalty for the addi-
tionall  genericity is the method call from Fwd to the generic visitor, and, in the 
casee of combinators with arguments, the explicit cast from AnyVisi table to 
ViVi si t abl e in the v i s i t -Any method. 

Notee that the generic formulation of the traversal combinators A l l and One 
makee use of the methods nrOf Kids and ge tK id of the generic AnyVisi t or 
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interface.. Thus, the syntax-specific knowledge about children is hidden behind 
thesee two methods. 

Too assess the performance penalty of the additional genericity, we compared 
threee implementations of a topdown traversal. 

Iteratin gg visitor  Node actions and traversal code are entangled in a single syntax-
specificc visitor, which is passed to a syntax-specific accept method. 

Syntax-specificc combinator  The syntax-specific TopDown combinator (see Fig-
uree 5.12) takes a syntax specific visitor with node actions as argument, and 
iss passed to a syntax-specific accept method. 

Genericc combinator  The generic TopDown combinator takes a syntax-specific 
visitorr with node actions as argument, and is passed to a generic accept 
method. . 

Benchmarkss on balanced trees of various sizes indicated that the syntax-specific 
combinatorr is a constant factor 3 slower than the iterating visitor. The generic 
combinatorr is yet another constant factor 2 slower. 

5.5.44 Towards librarie s of generic algorithms 

Givenn these generic definitions of our visitor combinators where generics are cleanly 
separatedd from syntax-specifics, all (traversal) combinators that are generic 'in na-
ture'' can indeed be implemented as classes that are reusable across syntaxes. This 
openss the door to the construction of libraries of reusable generic visitor combina-
tors,, such as those in Figures 5.12 and 5.14. Programming with visitor combinators 
thenn becomes a matter of specializing (in generic or syntax-specific manner) and 
composingg predefined combinators, and feeding them to the accept methods of 
thee particular tree structures that need to be visited. The required syntax-specific 
codee is limited to the specific Visitor and Visitable interfaces, the accept 
methodd implementations, and the Fwd combinator. Such syntax-specific code can 
bee generated from a grammar (see Section 5.6.1 and Chapter 6). 

Too demonstrate the development of generic combinators and their instantia-
tionn for specific syntaxes we discuss a small example. First, we will define a 
genericc combinator for simple def-use analysis. This combinator abstracts from 
whichh syntactic constructs count as definitions, and which as uses. Secondly, 
wee will instantiate the generic combinator for the syntax of a specific language: 
GraphXMLL [HMOO]. GraphXML is an XML-based graph description and ex-
changee language. It allows graphs to be described in terms of nodes and edges, 
wheree each edge is defined by a source and a target attribute. We will use the 
genericc def-use analysis to determine the roots and sinks of a graph. 
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publi cc  interfac e Collecto r  extend s AnyVisito r  { 

publi cc  Se t  getSe t  () ; 
J J 
publi cc  clas s Defus e extend s TopDow n { 

Collecto rr  def ; 
Collecto rr  use ; 
publi cc  DefUse(Collecto r  def ,  Collecto r  use )  { 

super(ne ww Sequence(def,use)) ; 
this.de ff  =  def ; 
this.us ee =  use ; 

} } 
publi cc  Se t  getUndefine d ( )  { 

HashSett  resul t  =  ne w HashSet(use.getSe t  () )  ; 
retur nn result.removeAll(def.getSe t  () )  ; 

} } 
publi cc  Se t  getUnused( )  { 

HashSett  resul t  =  ne w HashSet(def.getSet()) ; 
retur nn result.removeAll(use.getSet(}) ; 

} } 
J J 

Figuree 5.19: A language-independent combinator for def-use analysis. 

Genericc def-use analysis The simple algorithm we wish to implement collects 
useuse and definition occurrences from an input tree while performing a single top-
downn traversal. After the traversal, two sets should be obtained: the set of entities 
thatt are used but not defined, and the set of entities that are defined but not used. 
Ourr implementation is shown in Figure 5.19. It consists of the interface Collec-
tor,tor, which extends the generic visitor interface AnyVistor with a g e t S et 
method,, and the class DefUse which implements the actual algorithm. Infor-
mally,, Defuse is the following combinator: 

DefUse(def,use)DefUse(def,use) —  ̂ TopDown(Sequence(def,use)) 

Here,, def and use are visitor parameters that have collecting defined and used en-
titiess as side effect. Because TopDown is the outermost symbol in the definition 
off  DefUse, the latter is implemented by extending the former. The fields def and 
usee store the references to the visitor parameters, for reference by the methods 
getUndeff  i ned and getUnused. These use simple set operations to compute 
thee result sets we wanted to obtain. 

Instantiationn To instantiate the generic algorithm for GraphXML, we need to 
providee visitors that collect defined and used GraphXML entities. In the domain 
off  graphs, nodes can be considered 'definitions' when they occur as the source of a 
directedd edge. Likewise, they can be considered 'uses' when they occur as target. 
AA node that occurs as source but not as target is a root of the graph. Conversely, a 
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EdgeAttribut ee : = 'source '  '= '  AttValu e 
||  'target '  '= '  AttValu e 

publi cc  clas s CollectTarge t  extend s Fw d 
implement ss  Collecto r  { 

Sett  target s =  ne w SetO ; 
publi cc  CollectTarget{ )  { 

super{ne ww Identity{)) ; 

} } 
publi cc  voi d visit_Target(Targe t  attValue )  { 

targets.add{attValue) ; ; 

} } 
publi cc  Se t  getSet O { 

retur nn targets ; 
} } 

}}  | 
publi cc  voi d testDefUseVisitor(GraphXM L g )  throw s V F { 

Defus ee defus e =  ne w DefUse(ne w CollectSource() , 
neww CollectTarget0) ; 

g.accept_Any(defuse) ; ; 
System.out.printIn("Sinks ::  "+defuse.getUndefined()) ; 
System.out.printIn("Roots ::  "+defuse.getUnused()) ; 

J J 
Figuree 5.20: Retrieving the roots and sinks of a GraphXML document by 
GraphXML-specificc instantiation of the generic def-use combinator. The class 
C o l l e c t S o u r cee is not shown. It is similar to C o l l e c t T a r g e t. 

nodee that occurs as target, but not as source is a sink. Determining roots and sinks 
correspondss to determining unused definitions and undefined uses. 

Figuree 5.20 shows the relevant fragment of the GraphXML syntax, and the 
codee that instantiates the generic def-use analysis for GraphXML. The classes 
C o l l e c t T a r g ett and C o l l e c t S o u r ce are the required implementations of 
thee interface Collector. Their definitions are similar. The combinator 
C o l l e c t T a r g e t,, for example, is a specialization of the GraphXML-specific 
identityy combinator, which is defined as Fwd(Identity). It redefines a single visit 
method:: the one corresponding to the syntax rule for targets. The redefined visit 
methodd simply adds the target it encountered to the local Set field. Given these 
collectorr classes, the generic def-use analysis can be instantiated for GraphXML 
ass follows: 

DefUse(CollectSource,CollectTarget) DefUse(CollectSource,CollectTarget) 

Thiss is conveyed by the test method in Figure 5.20. 
Thee def-use analysis is only one example of a generic algorithm that can be 

programmedd with visitor combinators. In Stratego, generic algorithms have been 
definedd e.g. for graph transformation and analysis, and for substitution, renaming 
andd unification [VisOla, VisOOb]. In [Lam02a], a generic refactoring algorithm 
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iss developed, which is a generalization of the Java extract method refactoring we 
presentedd in Section 4. 

5.66 Support 

Inn the previous sections, we have seen small, tutorial examples of programming 
withh (generic) visitor combinators. In Chapters 6 and 7, we will provide a detailed 
accountt of our experiences with applying them on a larger scale. Our primary 
objectivee in developing visitor combinators has been to support the employment 
off  object-oriented programming technology in the domain of language processing. 
Chapterr 6 discusses static analysis of Toolbus scripts to generate communication 
graphs.. Chapter 7 discusses the application to Cobol control flow analysis, in 
thee context of legacy system redocumentation [DK99al. This application involves 
traversall  over both tree-shaped and graph-shaped object structures. 

Inn this section, we provide a brief preview over the tool support that we de-
velopedd to make such applications possible. Chapter 6 presents this support in 
detail. . 

5.6.11 JJTraveler 

Thee generic visitor combinator framework presented in this chapter, as well as the 
variouss generic basic and defined combinators, are reusable for any Java class hier-
archy.. We have collected the combinators in a visitor combinator library. We have 
bundledd both framework and library into a single distribution, called JJTraveler. 
Wee have used JJTraveler in several applications, and in the course of these appli-
cations,, new generic combinators have been developed and added to JJTraveler. 
Ann excerpt of JJTraveler's library is shown in Table 5.2. Each of the combinators 
inn the table is briefly explained by a single sentence or a concise mathematical 
definition.. A full overview of the library can be found in the online documentation 
off  JJTraveler. 

5.6.22 JJForester 

Ass mentioned above, the only syntax-specific code that is needed for programming 
withh visitor combinators, are the interfaces Visitor and Visitable, the ac-
ceptt methods, and the combinator Fwd. Rather than writing this code manually, it 
cann be generated from tree or syntax definitions. As will be discussed in Chapter 6, 
wee have extended our parser and visitor generator JJForester with this functional-
ity.. The input to JJForester consists of a grammar specified in the syntax definition 
formalismm SDF [HHKR89]. SDF is supported by a parse table generator, and a 
generalizedgeneralized LR parser generator. These tools are available as stand-alone com-
ponents,, which are reused by JJForester to generate a parse table at compilation 
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Combinator r 
Identity y 
Fail l 
Not(v) ) 
Sequence(fi,^2) ) 
Choice(i>i,t>2) ) 
All(t; ) ) 
One(t;) ) 
IfThenElse(c,t,/) ) 
Try(v) ) 
TopDown(f) ) 
BottomUp(v) ) 
OnceTopDown(f) ) 
OnceBottomUp(u) ) 
AHTopDown(t;) ) 
AllBottomUp(v) ) 
TopDownWhileO) ) 
TopDownUntil(v) ) 
BreadthFirst(v) ) 
BreadthFirstWhile(t?) ) 
SpineTopDown(i>) ) 
SpineBottomUp(f) ) 
GuaranteeSuccess(f) ) 
LogVisitor(i;) ) 
Visited d 
IsDag g 
IsTree e 

Descriptionn of behavior 
Doo nothing 
Raisee V i s i t F a i l u re exception 
Faill  if v v succeeds, and v.v. 
Doo vi, then v2 

Tryy v\, if it fails, do V2 
Applyy v to all immediate children 
Applyy v to one immediate child 
Iff  c succeeds, do t, otherwise do ƒ 
Choice(v,Choice(v, Identity) 
Sequence(v,Sequence(v, All(TopDown(v))) 
Sequence(All(BottomUp(v)),Sequence(All(BottomUp(v)), v) 
Choice(v,Choice(v, One(OnceTopDown(v))) 
Choice(One(OnceBottomUp(v)),Choice(One(OnceBottomUp(v)), v) 
Choice(v,Choice(v, All(AUTopDown(v))) 
Choice(All(AUBottomUp(v))Choice(All(AUBottomUp(v)),, v) 
Try(Sequence(v,Try(Sequence(v, All(TopDownWhile(v)))) 
Choice(v,Choice(v, All(TopDovmUntil(v))) 
Breadth-firstt traversal strategy 
Breadth-firstt traversal strategy with cut-off 
Top-downn traversal along a spine 
Bottom-upp traversal along a spine 
Catchh V i s i t F a i l u re and re-throw it as runtime exception 
Createe log of each invocation of v 
Succeedd if not accepted by current visitable before 
Testt if graph rooted by current visitable is directed and acyclic 
Testt if graph rooted by current visitable is tree-shaped 

Tablee 5.2: JJTraveler's library (excerpt). 
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time,, and to parse input terms at run time. The SDF grammar is also passed to the 
code-generationn component of JJForester, which emits the Java classes that instan-
tiatee the visitor combinator framework JJTraveler. The user programs against the 
generatedd code and the framework. The framework, the generated code and the 
userr code can be compiled to byte code, and run on a virtual machine. During run 
time,, calls to parse methods will lead to invocations of the parser, which returns 
abstractt syntax trees (ASTs). These ASTs are passed to factory methods to build 
thee actual object structure. 

Inn Section 5.5, we added the possibility of generic specialization to the possi-
bilityy of syntax-specific, per production specialization. For a many-sorted syntax, 
ann intermediate level of genericity is conceivable: per sort specialization. This can 
bee realized by inserting another set of interfaces, and another forwarding combi-
nator,, like Fwd. JJForester supports a simplified variation on this scheme, where 
bothh layers of forwarding are done in a single Fwd combinator. This combinator 
offerss one visit method per sort as well as one per production. The per-production 
methodss forward to the per-sort methods, and these in turn forward to the generic 
inheritedd visit method. 

5.6.33 Visitor  combinators for  ATerms 

Thee ATerm library [BJKO00] supports (space) efficient representation and ex-
changee of generic trees through maximal subtree sharing. The Java implemen-
tationn of the ATerm library has been extended to enable the use of JJTraveler's vis-
itorr combinators to process ATerms. ATerms are an instantiation of the Flyweight 
patternn [GHJV94], where the children of a term belong to its internal state. Hence, 
ATermss are immutable objects, and visiting them is done most appropriately with 
visitorss that have return values. JJTraveler caters for this need. 

5.77 Concluding remarks 

Wee reconstructed the basic strategy combinators of Stratego [ VBT99] in the object-
orientedd setting as a suite of basic visitor combinators (reusable classes). These 
visitorr combinators remove the limitations of the classic visitor pattern with re-
spectt to composability of visitors and with respect to traversal control. Addition-
ally,, we refactored the visitor combinator design pattern into a syntax-independent 
framework,, and a design pattern for instantiating the framework for a specific syn-
tax.. This visitor combinator framework opens the door to a new style of generic 
object-orientedd programming, where new frameworks are built by composition of 
basicc visitor combinators of the basic framework. 
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5.7.11 Evaluation 
Howw does programming visitor combinators compare with programming with or-
dinaryy visitors, or without visitors at all? 

Explici tt  stack maintenance Visitors iterate over an object structure. Conse-
quently,, they can not use the call stack to pass data. Instead, the state of the visitor 
iss used for this. When, at back-tracking, the state needs to be restored, this is not 
donee automatically as it would when the call stack would be used. Instead, state 
restorationn at back-tracking needs to be done explicitly by the visitor. When us-
ingg visitor combinators, the stack maintenance can be done by separate, reusable 
combinators. . 

Anotherr technique to pass data is to stop iteration, and restart with a new in-
stancestance of the visitor, which has its own state to hold data. When the new instance 
finishes,finishes, the iteration can be resumed with the old state. With this technique, no ex-
plicitt stack maintenance is needed. At each recursive calls to the visitor constructor 
method,, the call stack is (implicitly) used to implement the desired back-tracking 
behavior.. This technique will be demonstrated in Chapter 7. 

Performancee Using visitor combinators introduces the overhead of forwarding 
off  method calls between combinators. Of course, the precise amount of forwarding 
overheadd is strongly dependent on the particular constellation of combinators, and 
onn the ratio of combinator code. On the other hand, the additional traversal control 
cann be used to construct more efficient traversal strategies. In our benchmarks 
experimentss and in the Cobol control-flow application (see Chapter 7), we did 
nott experience performance problems. For a complete picture of performance 
consequences,, more experience and experiments are needed. 

Paradigmm shift The style of programming with visitors is one step removed 
fromm the 'natural' method passing style of object-oriented programming, where 
dataa and operations on the data are encapsulated in the same object. The style 
off  programming with visitor combinators is yet one more step removed from this 
'natural'' style. In fact, programming with visitor combinators can be considered 
aa paradigm shift, as it not only separates data from operations, but also introduces 
thee technique of developing programs, not by adding classes and methods, but by 
composingg compound classes from basic ones. 

Robustnesss A well-know problem of the visitor design pattern is that visitors 
aree brittle with respect to changes in the class hierarchy on which they operate. 
When,, for instance, a class is added to the hierarchy, all previously defined visitors 
needd to implement an additional visit method. To some extent, default Visitor 
implementationss provide isolation against such changes [GHJV94]. 
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Ourr visitor combinators actually are such default implementations. By inherit-
ingg from them, user-defined combinators only need to depend on those fragments 
off  the class hierarchy (or syntax) that are relevant to the functionality they imple-
ment.. By making the combinators syntax-independent, we have even made these 
defaultt implementations robust against changes in the class hierarchy. Finally, the 
generatorr concentrates all syntax-dependence in the syntax itself. For instance, 
onee simply adds a new production to the syntax, and the generator takes care of 
updatingg the class hierarchy, the Visitor class, and the Fwd combinator. 

5.7.22 Generic traversal across paradigms 

Thee generic traversal combinators presented in this chapter are the result of trans-
posingg concepts that have (recently) been developed in other paradigms. The 
mostt important source of inspiration is the strategic term rewriting language 
Strategoo [VBT99]. Our visitor combinators are reconstructions of the primitive 
strategyy combinators of Stratego. Similar primitives can also be found in the 
rewritingg calculus and its extensions [CK99]. However, both these languages 
aree untyped (though a proposal for an appropriate type system has recently been 
draftedd [Lam02b]). Previously, we reconstructed Stratego's primitives in the 
stronglyy typed functional language Haskell (see [LV00] and Chapter 4), and these 
typedd strategies guided the design of our visitor combinators. Thus, incarnations of 
thee concept of strategy combinators, including combinators for generic traversal, 
aree now available in three different programming paradigms. 

Strategyy combinators are closely related to folds. Many-sorted folds can be 
constructedd by specialization and combination of fold combinators just like strate-
giess [LVK00] . The main difference between folds and strategies is that the former 
employy a fixed bottom-up traversal strategy. The relation between strategies and 
foldss is discussed in more detail in [LV00]. The Translator pattern [Kiih98] shows 
howw many-sorted folds can be implemented in an object-oriented setting. 

5.7.33 Related work 

Traversall  control The hierarchical visitor pattern [c2] employs a visitor inter-
facee with two methods per visitable class: one to be performed upon entering the 
class,, and one to be performed before leaving it. This pattern allows hierarchical 
navigationn (keeping track of depth) and conditional navigation (cutting off traver-
sall  below a certain point). As Figure 5.14 demonstrates, visitor combinators can 
bee used to achieve such traversal control, and much more. 

Inn adaptive programming, and its implementation by the Demeter sys-
temm [LPS97], a notion is present of traversal strategies for object structures. These 
strategiess should not be confused with the strategies and strategy combinators of 
thee Stratego language which inspired our visitor combinators. Demeter's strate-
giess are high-level descriptions of paths through object graphs in terms of source 
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node,, target node, intermediate nodes, and predicates on nodes and edges. These 
highh level descriptions are translated (at compile time) into 'dynamic roadmaps': 
methodss that upon invocation traverse the object structure along a path that satis-
fiesfies the description. During traversal, a visitor can be applied. The aim of these 
strategiess is to make classes less dependent on the particular class structure in 
whichh they are embedded, i.e. to make them more robust, or adaptive. Unlike 
ourr visitor combinators, Demeter's strategies are declarative in nature and can not 
bee executed themselves. Instead, traversal code must be generated from them by 
aa constraint-solving compiler. On the other hand, while reducing commitment to 
thee class structure, Demeter's strategies do not eliminate all references to the class 
structure.. Visitor combinators allow definition of fully generic traversals. 

Too complement Demeter's declarative strategies, a domain-specific language 
(DSL)) has been proposed to express recursive traversals at a lower, more explicit 
levell  [OW99]. This traversal DSL sacrifices some compactness and adaptiveness 
inn order to gain more control over propagation and computation of results, and to 
preventt unexpected traversal paths due to underspecification of traversals. With 
respectt to our visitor combinators, this traversal DSL provides cleaner support 
forr recursive traversals. On the other hand, visitor combinators are more generic, 
extensiblee and reusable, and they offer more traversal control. Also, they do not 
essentiallyy rely on tool support. 

Genericss The separation of specifics and generics in the visitor pattern is ad-
dressedd by Vlissides' staggered visitor pattern [VH99], and the extended visitor 
patternn supported by the SableCC tool [GH98]. Here the aim of this separation 
iss to allow extension of the syntax without altering existing (visitor) code. In the 
extendedd visitor pattern of SableCC, the generic visitor interface does not contain 
anyy methods. In the staggered pattern, the generic visitor contains a generic visit 
method,, similar to our v i s i t JVny. The main difference with our approach is 
thatt in these patterns forwarding from specific to generic visit methods is done in 
thee Visi tor class, while we do it in a separate reusable combinator Fwd. In the 
presencee of Choice, the Fwd combinator allows not only extension of a syntax, 
butt also merging of several syntaxes. 

Thee Walkabout class [PJ98] makes essential use of reflection (including, 
butt not limited to RTTI) to model generic visiting behavior. The class performs 
aa traversal through an object structure. At each node it reflects on itself to as-
certainn whether it contains a visit method for the current node. If not, it uses 
reflectionn to determine the fields of the current node and calls itself on these. The 
authorss report high performance penalties for the extensive reliance on reflection. 
Thee benefit is that no (syntax-specific) accept methods, visitor interface, or visi-
torr combinators need to be supplied. The Walkabout class implements a fixed 
top-downn traversal strategy, which is cut off below nodes for which the visitor fires 
(i.e.. DownUp(Identity,v,Identity), see Figure 5.14). 
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5.7.44 Future work 
Implementationn The support currently offered by JJForester has a restraining 
effect.. Classes are generated in their entirety from a grammar. Programmers can 
nott add their own methods or fields. This may be desirable, for instance, to allow 
decorationn of the tree that is being traversed. To offer more flexibility,  JJForester 
shouldd additionally generate such decoration fields, or weave the generated meth-
odss into given classes (a form of aspect-oriented programming [KL+97]). 

Forr several visitor combinators we gave definitions in mathematical notation, 
ass well as in Java. Obviously, a language extension could be defined which allows 
combinatorr definitions in this concise, mathematical style. An implementation 
off  such an extension would map these high-level combinator definitions to their 
moree verbose counterparts in the base language. Such a language extension would 
bee amenable to optimization by means of source-to-source transformation, on the 
basiss of the algebraic equations that hold between visitor combinators. 

Extensionss and alternatives It would be convenient to include some special-
purposee visitors into the combinator set, e.g. ToSt r ing, Equals, and Clone 
visitors.. These would help to address common traversal scenarios such as pretty-
printing,, and non-destructive transformation. Currently, only a ToSt r i ng com-
binatorr is generated by JJForester. 

Documentt processing, like language processing, essentially involves tree traver-
sal.. The GraphXML example of Section 5.5.4 illustrates how (DTD-aware) doc-
umentt processing can be done with visitor combinators. We want to compare our 
techniquess with existing proposals for XML-document traversal (cf. DOM [DOM98], 
XSLTT [XSL99]), and investigate whether these could benefit from the combinator 
approach. . 

Untill  now, we assumed tree shaped object graphs. This restriction is not es-
sential.. When it is removed, the need arises for some mechanism to mark nodes 
ass visited, and to ensure termination (in case of cycles). Chapter 7 discusses how, 
withh the use of a single additional basic combinator, graph traversals can be im-
plementedd with visitor combinators. 


